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2 of 4 review helpful Bright Orange Warning Sign By Copernicus A Brown The author of this book whose writing 
chops appear to have been honed primarily by his experiences as editor of his college newspaper presents the face of a 
person who is both self aware and soul searching but against the larger context of the recycled right wing tripe 
Republican Christian Democrat Atheist No other options exist he publishes Bright Orange Sweater Coat is the product 
of four years of musings in the most formative period of this young author Encompassing a wide range of subjects it is 
a potpourri of thoughtful ruminations and light hearted reflections This talented young man who will without a doubt 
become a major voice of our age elicits both hearty laughter and genuine introspection from any reader His narrative 
voice is nothing short of delightful as he weaves his stories essays and About the Author Timothy Goddard is a student 
author playwright pundit and Puget Sound native currently studying history and biology in the Twin Cities area often 
while wearing a bright orange sweater coat 
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